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Abstract—The chip application has become the trending element in all digital applications because of its easy and flexible use. However, chip-based communication's chief demerits are power consumption and delay. The huge data broadcasting often raises these two problems in Network-on-Chip (NoC) architecture. So, the present research work has aimed to create a novel Strawberry-based Recurrent neural (SbRN) framework for minimizing the NoC buffer length and reducing the latency and power consumption. Here, the fitness of Strawberry was utilized to sense the large data size; once the large data size was identified, the compression process was started to compress the data. Moreover, the NoC architecture was designed with an optimized buffer with strawberry fitness. Once the compressed data was present in the network medium, it allowed broadcasting to the other end. If the data is not compressed or not in the minimum compression range, the compression process was again to optimize the data buffer. Finally, the proposed architecture was validated with other conventional schemes and has gained the best outcome by reducing 5% of device utilization and 0.5% of power consumption than other methods.
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I. INTRODUCTION

RECURRENT-NEURAL-NETWORK(RNN)[1] are a subset of deep neural networks. It is used for some applications, including inputs, and time series such as control of the dynamic system and speech recognition[1]. Moreover, RNN is a fully connected network, and it will take inputs as a one-dimensional vector and output as a product vector[2]. RNN is also connected to the high-dimensional input and is useful for regression tasks and sequential classification. Thus, the RNN are connected among nodes, forming the directed graph next to the temporal sequence [4], [5]. The RNN is used for processing inputs of variable sequential length and to execute practical tasks such as handwriting recognition, unsegmented and speech recognition; it exhibits temporal dynamic behavior[5].

Network on Chip (NoC) is the Integrated Circuit (IC) network-based communication system among modules. The key components of NoC communication system are illustrated in Fig.1[6]. Modular networks design the various functions of computer subsystems, and the NoC depends on router-based packets among switching network[7].

System on Chip (SoC) design contains a group of heterogeneous mechanisms with varying block sizes[8]. It has various components like storage elements, processor core, analogue peripheral devices and embedded hardware[9]. The main aim of the NoC is to provide scalability and performance in applications such as multimedia and communication[10].

Furthermore, NoC enables communication, distributed computation, and synchronization between system components[11]. The architectural parameters and quality of communication play a role in the determination of executing the NoC. In some studies, it is found by deducting the memory-accompanied materials of the network. The most achieved technique is the neural network. Also, in the software study, the neural synthesizer is included for transforming Suspended particulate matter (SPM) into the approximate Hem for the precise drop constraint.

But the main critical task in NoC is serviceability, packaging, power consumption and programmability constraints[12]. Also, the main important role of NoC is to improve scalability and power efficiency[13]. Many existing techniques are introduced to enhance scalability, power consumption, and cost[14]. Some other methods are neural neuro stim framework[15], memory architecture[16], asynchronous spiking neural system[17], recurrent neural system accelerator [18]and so on but still have some problems in NoC performance[19]. An optimized recurrent accelerator technique is introduced in this paper to enhance the NoC communication system[20]. The main aim of the...
developed framework is to improve scalability and power usage [21].

Attention mechanism and adaptive attention fusion module work contributes to the high performance of any communication systems [22]. Time delays can affect the property of the neural network [23]. Caching strategy on contents at the network router will increase the efficiency of the network and hence the users are served better [24].

II. RELATED WORK

Many researchers have claimed their views on Recurrent based training accelerator. Shanishi huang et al. [15] have proposed a deep neural neurosim framework of an integrated network for accelerating benchmark computer memory. Thus, the proposed framework offers an automatic algorithm for hardware mapping, estimated chip-level places, throughput, accuracy, and energy efficiency. An optimized open-source technique is introduced to enhance the performance of reliability, but neural network training has been more difficult. Memory architecture is commonly used for speech applications and data time series. It requires large complexity and weight storage. Deepak et al. [16] have developed an energy-efficient memory architecture-based recurrent neural system accelerator to achieve less error rate in degradation. Moreover, developed techniques attain low error rates in speech recognition but have taken more time to execute tasks.

Chang gao et al. [20] have introduced a lightweight gated recurrent component-based recurrent neural system accelerator to enhance less latency and low power portable. Also, it is called EdgeDRNN; it will adopt a neural network and inspire the data using a network algorithm. The main aim of the technique is to improve the latency and accuracy of neural network systems, but it has the issue of exploding. To improve the life quality of leg prostheses and reduce energy, Rachel et al. [25] have proposed learning complex regulators to assist dynamic robotics devices. For controlling power, a recurrent system of recurrent system is introduced and runs under a hardware accelerator; it develops temporal sparsity. Thus, the technique executes more complex tasks but has been obtaining errors during computation time because of large data. Edith Beigne et al. have developed a globally asynchronous spiking neural system for scalability. It will allow the specified neurons to be inhibitory, and the pruning distance will cut communication and memory. Thus, the developed technique limits the latency of the hop and reduces traffic. Moreover, input channels are parallelized and achieve good performance in latency, but it has gradient vanishing.

Moreover, NoC is structured with required processing elements, registers, and memory.

Consequently, the designed SbRN is updated in the NoC random-access memory (RAM) to optimize the buffer size.

Hereafter, the key metrics are calculated and compared with other models in terms of latency, power, Flipflop, LUT, throughput, etc.

III. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM STATEMENT

All the memory must pass through the huge-energy-cost off-chip Dynamic Random Access Memory (DRAM) in evidence with an impact on both throughput and energy efficiency. The data movement is exclusively deduced using data reuse through the multi-level memory evaluation.

Moreover, the reprocessed local data has maximized power, less throughput and low-level memory. Hence, the usual NoC architecture is exposed in Fig. 2. The chip-to-chip interconnection highly influences an interconnection’s latency, reliability, cost, and throughput. All these issues have motivated this research towards the network-on-chip communication area.

IV. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

Training accelerator is the trending topic in the digital industry to advance digital chip-based applications. Hence, to enrich the resources of NoC, the current research work has aimed to focus on a novel optimized deep learning-based accelerator was introduced, which is named as Strawberry based Recurrent Neural (SbRNs) model.

Moreover, the efficiency of the proposed design is validated by calculating the key metrics. The proposed design is detailed in Fig. 3.

In the strawberry algorithm, the threshold of minimum data size was fixed. Once the NoC was designed in the MATLAB platform, the data-sharing process began. Before transferring data, the fitness of the Strawberry is utilized to check the data size. If the data has not met the minimum optimized data, then the compression procedure was activated to compress the data.

A. Design of SbRNs Model

The presented work is a combination of dual models that are recurrent models and strawberry algorithms [26]. This hybrid model in NoC model is used to improve training rapidity and minimize the data broadcasting measure and power consumption.

To develop the SbRNs model, initially, three points are taken in an unstructured format. Consequently, the process is initiated by separating the points into three overlapped blocks, which are processed independently.

\[ t_i = \sigma(p_{i,p} + c_i + g_{i,p} + a_i + b_{i,p}) \]

\[ f_i = \sigma(p_{i,p} + c_i + g_{i,p} + a_i + b_{i,p}) \]

\[ T_{i,j}^*, G_{i,j} = f(r_{i,j}, T_{j,i}^*) \]

Where updated output is represented by \( T_{j,i}^*, G_{i,j} \), and the current input, which is determined as \( r_{i,j}, G_{i,j} \). In this Strawberry based recurrent model, the dense layer of the recurrent neural layer is enhanced with strawberry fitness.
The purpose of this model is to reduce energy consumption and enhance the speed of application. Moreover, the presented SbRN layers are depicted in Fig. 4. Here, $b$ is the bias and $W$ determines the neuron weights.

The NoC has designed three models: links, routers and network adapters or network interfaces. Here, some wires and router connections link the communications. In addition, the links might contain more physical and logical channels, which are composed of a set of wires. On the other hand, the router was designed with a switching function, virtual channel (VC), flow control and tiny buffer cost.

Compressing the data is an important process to maximize the acceleration of the NoC performance. So, if the data compression process is processed, then automatically decompression process also takes place. The internal module of the projected NoC model is depicted in fig.5. Here, VC (b) is the highly compressed data, so it gets access to transfer. In addition, the reason for this compression module is to optimize the buffer size. Hence, the validation of buffer size is processed by (4)

$$\min f(k), B_i \leq B \leq B_j$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

Here, the parameter $\min f(k)$ represents the optimal size of data and $B$ determines the neuron, $s$ denotes a total number of data and $k$ is the data in the specific neuron.
There are 18 layers in the designed network, which is defined as $\beta$.

$$B(i) = [B_p(i)B_i(i)]$$

(5)

Here, $B_p(i)$ represents the activation parameter of the data compression and decompression process, and $B_i(i)$ denotes each input data. Moreover, the input data of each process is detailed as $B(i)$. The input data was measured by using (5)

$$B_i = \begin{cases} 1 & f(B_i(i)) = 0, \text{else} \text{(hc)} \\ B + f(B_p.B_i(i)) & f((B_i(i)) = 1 \end{cases}$$

(6)

Here, hc is the high data cache, optimized buffer and data are determined as $B_p$, also, the optimized buffer is represented as 0, and optimized data is denoted as 1, which is done using (6) The working flow is exposed in Algorithm.1.

Usually, the compression of the bit plane functions by compressing the non-zero membrane. Here, in the proposed approach, initially, the bit was compressed using a conventional procedure then that compressed data was trained to the proposed model.

The bit compression function is processed based on the following steps; the reason for compression in deep neural networks is to enhance the performance of hardware implementation.

Here the compressed recurrent model is denoted, and $V_{\theta}$ finally, the compression rate is estimated by comparing the performance of the original deep neural network with the compressed network.

The quality and performance of compression procedure are estimated in terms of $Q(\hat{V}_{\theta})$ and $M(\hat{V}_{\theta}, V')$ is for fidelity validation.
Fig. 7 SbRN Architecture (a) Board Diagram (b) Logic Analyzer
Algorithm 1: Pseudocode for application-based SbRN

Activation weight initialization $T^i (i = 1, 2, ..., n)$
Begin with $i, j$ and $\mathcal{K}$ (number of neurons)

Estimate the fitness of all NoC elements

$\alpha$ is to estimate the NoC feature weights of each layer $G$
If $G$ is the map of each neuron layer, then $\beta = 14$,
Here, $14$ is the maximum pixel of feature maps

Consequently, $\min f(k)$ is the threshold range of trained data.

if $(B_i \leq \min f(k))$

Buffer is in Compressed State

else

Compress Data

end if

while ($T^i < B_i$)

int $B_f$ ;

$\sigma = B_i \rightarrow B_f(0)$ // optimized data

$B_i \rightarrow B_f(1)$ // optimized buffer

// $B_f$ Buffer and data size estimator (after compression process)

end while

Update $T^i = T^i + 1$

return $B_f$

Moreover, $N(\bar{v}_x, v')$ determines the ratio of bit compression, defined as the ratio of parameters count divided by the parameters of the original network. Based on the application type, the compression rate is maximized with the support of strawberry fitness.

The developed compression strategy is utilized to minimize the energy usage by an external RAM for interrupting communication. The proposed SbRN function flow is depicted in Fig.6. Here, the small chip is sufficient in the hardware platform when the data is compressed in a neural layer. To perform the hardware process module, the compressor and decompress frame are integrated with a hardware accelerator that has achieved better energy efficiency for specific neural weights. In addition, if the number of compression units increases, the cost of I/O gets reduced.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The present research has implemented MATLAB R2021a/ Simulink running in a windows 10 environment. The successive measure of the designed NoC router is analyzed with parameters like throughput, latency, frequency, LUT, power consumption and flipflop.

The chip-based memory has attracted all digital applications with its advancement; still, in some case, this chip-based technology has consumed more power because of large datasets. To overcome this problem, the current research has projected a novel SbRN to maximize the running speed and minimize the running time. Hence, to attempt the rapidity of the process, the dataset should be compressed in an appropriate format.

Here, the data was compressed in recurrent layers with the help of strawberry fitness.  Once the data is compressed, it makes the data transaction an easy case. The designed model in the MATLAB platform is depicted in Fig. 7 a) and the log analyzer is detailed in Fig.7 b).

A. Case Study

To explain the designed approach, a network data transmission application is taken. Here, the communications among dual users are elaborately explained by using the proposed approach. Let us imagine $I$ and $J$ is the end user broadcasts the data in the wireless environment. Moreover, for example, image data is taken as the input. Initially, MSB of the images is framed in row and column form. Simultaneously, to compress the data, the usual compression mechanism was processed.

To detail the bit compression and decompression procedure, an example was taken in the form of an image MSB shown in Fig.8. Compression will help reduce the buffer size of Router and hence Optimized buffer can provide the best resource utilization in Network.

\[
\begin{align*}
178 & \quad 1 & \quad 78 & \quad 32 & \quad 200 & \quad 27 \\
119 & \quad 225 & \quad 160 & \quad 32 & \quad 67 & \quad 143 \\
225 & \quad 160 & \quad 178 & \quad 11 & \quad 133 & \quad 143
\end{align*}
\]

Fig.8 Image Pixel Value

In the next steps, the arithmetic values are converted into binary bits, explained in Fig.9. From the binary values, the MSBs are extracted, which is elaborated in Fig.10.

\[
\begin{align*}
10110010 & \quad 0000001 & \quad 01001110 & \quad 00100000 & \quad 11001000 & \quad 00011011 \\
01110111 & \quad 11100001 & \quad 01010000 & \quad 00100000 & \quad 00001011 & \quad 10001111 \\
11100001 & \quad 10100000 & \quad 10110010 & \quad 00010111 & \quad 10001010 & \quad 10001111
\end{align*}
\]

Fig.9. Binary Representation of Entered Input Signal

\[
\begin{align*}
1 & \quad 0 & \quad 0 & \quad 0 & \quad 1 & \quad 0 \\
0 & \quad 1 & \quad 1 & \quad 0 & \quad 0 & \quad 1 \\
1 & \quad 1 & \quad 1 & \quad 0 & \quad 1 & \quad 1
\end{align*}
\]

Fig.10. MSB Extraction

For 8-bit compression, 8-bit is needed, but in the previous two stages, only 6 bits. So, the padding function is performed to attain 8 bits. Thus, padding the bit is shown in Fig.11.

\[
\begin{align*}
1 & \quad 0 & \quad 0 & \quad 0 & \quad 1 & \quad 0 & \quad 0 & \quad 1 \\
1 & \quad 1 & \quad 0 & \quad 0 & \quad 1 & \quad 1 & \quad 1 & \quad 1 \\
0 & \quad 1 & \quad 1 & \quad 0 & \quad 0 & \quad 0 & \quad 0 & \quad 0
\end{align*}
\]

Fig.11. Bit Padding
Consequently, the decimal value of the previous binary data is shown in Fig.12, which is the attained binary data from the usual compression.

Once, the bits or feature maps are compressed, then that compressed data is trained to the chip applications, and the device or chip performance is analyzed and compared with other models. Hence, internal performance parameters like latency and throughput were considered to measure the optimal score of the NoC router. Also, its performance was validated with different packet injection rates, as defined in Fig.13.

The recorded maximum latency range is 19 cycles for the 0.6 packet injection rate, and the reported elevated throughput level is 0.75 packets/cycle, sufficient for the NOC to enrich the performance.

**B. Performance Metrics**

To Validate the robustness of the model, a few existing approaches obtained, Learning Enabled High Performance (LEHP)[28], and NeuronLink[29], were taken and compared with dissimilar metrics like throughput, latency, power consumption, LUT, flipflop and frequency.

**Throughput Ratio**

In all digital appliances, the rate of communication broadcasting is based on the throughput ratio. Also, throughput is validated as packets/cycles/nodes. In addition, the throughput ratio is evaluated with dissimilar packet injection rates.

The proposed model has attained the finest throughput value by calculating throughput measures while considering other techniques.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Packet injection</th>
<th>Throughput (Packets/Cycle/Node)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>LEHP 0.12, NeuronLink 0.13, Proposed (SbRN) 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.22, 0.23, 0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.29, 0.29, 0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.39, 0.32, 0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.4, 0.34, 0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.42, 0.38, 0.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig.13. Performance (a) Latency (b) Throughput

The recorded maximum latency range is 19 cycles for the 0.6 packet injection rate, and the reported elevated throughput level is 0.75 packets/cycle, sufficient for the NOC to enrich the performance.

**Fig.14. Throughput Analysis**

For the 0.1 packet injection measure, the proposed model has attained the maximum throughput ratio of 0.4 cycles. Also, the existing scheme Neuronlink has achieved 0.13 throughput measure, and the LEHP model has earned 0.12 throughput measure for 0.1 packet injection, as depicted in Fig.14 and Table I.

**Latency**

After importing the input, the time required to create the proposed design output is termed latency. If the latency was high, it reduced the system's rapidity. Here, the parameter latency was estimated based on the utilized clock cycles. Reducing the latency makes the Router access rapid.

<table>
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<tr>
<th>Packet injection</th>
<th>Throughput (Packets/Cycle/Node)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
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<tr>
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<td>LEHP 0.12, NeuronLink 0.13, Proposed (SbRN) 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.22, 0.23, 0.43</td>
</tr>
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Fig.13. Performance (a) Latency (b) Throughput

The recorded maximum latency range is 19 cycles for the 0.6 packet injection rate, and the reported elevated throughput level is 0.75 packets/cycle, sufficient for the NOC to enrich the performance.
Here, the latency is estimated based on the data sharing rate, the model that has reported a low delay score is considered the robust approach. The presented design has attained much less latency as 7 packets/cycle/node in that case. Simultaneously, the existing approaches LEHP has recorded the delay period as 10 packets/cycle/node and NeuronLink.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Packet injection</th>
<th>Latency (Packets/Cycle/Node)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LEHP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The duration required to broadcast the data is depicted in Table II and Fig.15. From this comparison, the successive measurements of the projected scheme were estimated.

Frequency
In data transmission applications measuring the frequency is the chief factor in estimating the data broadcasting rate. Hence, the frequency comparison is detailed in Fig.16. The proposed design has been executed for the high frequency of 350MHz. Here, the hardware parameters were compared with the other techniques, Reconfigurable NoC [30] and NeuronLink [29].

Moreover, conventional models like NeuronLink have processed in 300MHz frequency, and the reconfigurable NoC has been executed in 250 MHz platforms, which is exposed in Fig.16.

Moreover, conventional models like NeuronLink have processed in 300MHz frequency, and the reconfigurable NoC has been executed in 250 MHz platforms, which is exposed in Fig.16.

The LUT looks like a crossbar, which is utilized to make the output table from trained inputs. The LUT's have cluster interconnections that are completely joined in the form of a crossbar. To organize logical chunks, the LUTs are accumulated together then the LUT is designed with the resistive elements.

Flipflop
To fix an appropriate register line size, the projected model has optimized the neuron activation layers to store more data and improve the data broadcasting rate.
Moreover, layer optimization has reduced energy consumption and helps to quickly process a huge quantity of data. Usually, more instructions or storage modules were added to the register to process the large data. But it needs an additional energy source to perform the function. To avoid this problem, feature map optimization was introduced for the compressed data.

The usage of Flip-Flop is to save the data bits, also, it has dual static states. In addition, the Flip-flop is considered the sequential circuit model, which utilizes memory elements that depend on input and output. Therefore, the Flip-flop estimation is exposed in Fig.18.

**Power consumption**

After switching off the transistor, the emitting unwanted current id is called leakage current. The power consumption rate was recorded based on the leakage current measure. The power consumption is estimated by Watt (W).

![Fig.18. Comparison of Flip-Flop Usage](image)

![Fig.19. Power Analysis](image)

The recorded power of the Neuronlink model is 0.645W and reconfigurable NoC 1W. Comparing the existing model, the proposed scheme has reported 0.456W of power. Hence, the robustness of the presented model was verified in Fig.19.

Table III shows the hardware outcome of the proposed model in comparison with the LEHP and Neuron Link devices. It has been observed that the proposed model gives good efficiency comparatively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Neuronlink</th>
<th>NeuronLink</th>
<th>Neuronlink</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Power consumption</td>
<td>0.645W</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>300MHz</td>
<td>250 MHz</td>
<td>350MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flipflop</td>
<td>47%</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUTs</td>
<td>2644</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**VI. CONCLUSION**

Nowadays, NoC model is an advanced and compactable design structure in many digital applications. However, high energy consumption and power leakage have made the chip performance difficult because of the wide range of data. For this reason, the current research has planned to optimize the feature maps of deep neural networks to optimize the chip performance. Henceforth, the projected novel approach is SbRN, which is used for weight compressing the chip activation layer. Then that designed chip router is used to transfer the data. Subsequently, the data transmission applications were adopted to validate the proposed model one of the chip memory routers, and its performance was validated. Finally, the parameters of the proposed metrics were compared with other approaches and have gained better results as 0.46W power consumption, 40% flipflop, 1900 LUT usage and 350 MHz frequency. Hence, the depicted results are quite better than other compared models. The NOC performance was improved by 20% compared to the previous model.
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